Survivor Modular Troop Seat 2000
SMT 2000

Survivor Seating Series™
Saving lives through advanced safety technology

DEDICATED TO THE SCIENCE OF SURVIVABILITY*
LEADING THE WAY IN OCCUPANT PROTECTION

FEATURES

With the prevalent threat of Improvised Explosive Devices
(IEDs) and anti-vehicle mines, our Soldiers require the most
advanced protection on the battlefield. The Survivor Seating
Series™ provides just that. Committed to our warfighters,
BAE Systems’ line of energy-absorbing, mine-blast ground
vehicle seating leads the way in occupant protection.

• Easily integrated into any 		
vehicle

The Survivor Modular Troop Seat (SMT) 2000 is a lightweight,
all belts-to-seat design integrated with highly-developed
energy-absorbing safety technology. This modular seat is
easily installed and removed through four quick-release pins,
creating ease in egress and re-configuration. An auto-stowing
seat pan gives optimal space claim and package size, making
the SMT 2000 ideal for any vehicle.

• Quick-release pin removal
• Zippered seat back for added
comfort
• Lightweight
• Automatic stowing, flip-up seat
pan
• Meets Federal Motor Vehicle
Safety Standard 207/210
• Meets flammability requirements
of FMVSS 302

To accommodate human factors, the SMT 2000 is available
in two seat pan lengths with optional, removable seat pan
cushions. The seat also features an optional zippered seat
back as well as retractors for shoulder belts to further
enhance comfort and support egress for the occupant.
Through our exceptional engineering staff and our versatile
product design, the SMT 2000 is easily tailored to fit a variety
of platforms.

Seat colors and patterns available:
Black

Black
Neoprene

Desert Tan

Desert Tan
Neoprene

Olive Drab
Waterproof
Camo Green Cloth
Digital Camo

Automatic stowing, flip-up
seat pan aids in egress and
maneuverability .DS

*Through efforts like the SMT 2000, BAE Systems is dedicated to providing distinctive
solutions that maximize operational effectiveness through the Science of Survivability.
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